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Abstract.  This study deals with the modelling and simula-
tion of low density polyethylene (LDPE) production. LDPE 
is one of the most widely produced polymers which ap-
pears in the form of simple goods in our everyday life (e.g. 
food and pharmaceutical packaging, carrier bags). It is 
produced in a complex industrial process which takes 
place under extreme operating conditions (at pressure of 
ca. 2000-3000 bar) and may lead to nonlinear dynamics 
due to highly exothermic addition polymerization reac-
tions. In principle, the process is represented by a distrib-
uted system with an external coordinate (the reactor 
length > 1000m) and various internal coordinates (the 
chain length of the polymer molecules, short and long 
chain branching and the number of double bounds), which 
can have strong effect on product properties. In this con-
tribution a detailed reference model is introduced and 
possible model simplifications are discussed systematically 
from an on-line optimization and control point of view. 

Introduction  
Low density polyethylene (LDPE) is one of the most 
widely produced polymers which appears in the form of 
simple goods in our everyday life (e.g. food and phar-
maceutical packaging, carrier bags). It is produced in a 
complex industrial process  which takes place under 
extreme operating conditions (at pressure between 
2000-3000 bar). It can show intricate nonlinear dynamic 
behaviour due to the high exothermicity of the chemical 
reaction in combination with some internal recycle 
loops [7, 8], which requires some stabilizing control. 

Usually, such a plant receives the raw materials from 
upstream processes which may cause load changes in 
the LDPE plant. It is important to maintain the product 
quality in the face of such load changes. Furthermore, in 
such a plant, typically more than 15 different grades of 
product with different product properties (density, melt 
flow index etc.) may be produced.  

 

In order to follow frequently changing market de-
mands it is necessary to follow an optimum grade tran-
sition policy during manufacturing different polymer 
while maintaining a profitable operation. 

These issues emphasize the significance of control 
tasks for the LDPE plant and subsequently the signifi-
cance of suitable process models which can be em-
ployed for control purposes. First attempts on optimiza-
tion based control were based on steady state models 
only [4]. However more recently it is possible to use 
dynamic optimization methodswithin the framework of 
nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) based on 
dynamic models. Although first steps have been made 
in this direction [9], the size of the mathematical model 
arising from the distributed nature of the LDPE plant 
remains a challenging issue. 

The objective of this study is to provide a bench-
mark model of the LDPE plant with a reasonablemodel 
size which can be useful for optimal control approaches. 
Therefore first a detailed reference model developed in 
our group [2, 1] is reviewed and then possible model 
simplifications are introduced systematically. The refer-
ence model of the LDPE plant is represented by a dis-
tributed system with an external coordinate (the reactor 
length > 1000 m) and various internal coordinates (the 
chain length of the polymer molecules, short and long 
chain branching and the number of double bounds), 
which can have strong effect on product properties.  

This model describes the heat transfer in detail in 
addition to including material recycles, both of which 
are shown to have influence on the plant dynamics. The 
experience gained on the process via reference model is 
used to make necessary model simplifications. The 
simulation with the suggested simple model are carried 
out to analyse the effects of heat transfer, the types of 
initiators and modifier on the state profiles and product 
properties. Results of the simple and reference models 
are compared and conclusions are drawn. 
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1 Process Description 
The flow diagram of the process, which is shown in 
Figure 1, includes a tubular reactor, some peripheral 
units such as compressors, separators, heat exchangers, 
mixers, two recycle streams. The tubular reactor of 
ethylene polymerization (i.e. LDPE production) oper-
ates under high pressures between 2000 and 3000 bar. 
Reactor temperature along the reactor varies between 
400 K and 600 K. Such a reactor is usually very long   
( > 1000 m ) and has a small diameter with a large ratio 
of length to diameter such as 25000.  

The feed stream to the reactor consists of high purity 
ethylene as monomer and a suitable modifier (chain 
transfer agent). Most often a mixture of peroxides is 
used as initiator and fed at four injection points along 
the reactor. Feed stream to the reactor is first preheated 
then its pressure is raised to the required value through 
the compressors. The addition polymerization reactions 
shown in Table 1 are initiated by decomposition of 
initiators around the injection positions. Typically eth-
ylene polymerization is highly exothermic such that the 
heat released during the process is required to be re-
moved partially by cooling jackets . Right after each 
initiator injection point there exist four cooling jackets. 

Furthermore, in order to keep the reactor tempera-
ture below the allowed maximum value, the conversion 
in the reactor is kept low by adjusting the initiator flow 
rates in addition to using the available cooling capacity. 
The polymer product, LDPE, is withdrawn from the last 
separator whereas the unreacted ethylene and modifier 
are recycled from both separators to the inlet of the 
reactor to be mixed with the fresh feed.  

2 Reference Model 
A detailed reference dynamic model of the LDPE pro-
duction plant has been developed in our group [2, 1]. 
The process is represented by a distributed system with 
an external coordinate (the reactor length of 2 km) and 
various internal coordinates (the chain length of the 
polymer molecules, short and long chain branching and 
the number of double bounds), which can have strong 
effect on product properties. 

In the reactor it is assumed that: (i) ethylene-
polyethylene mixture is homogeneous; (ii) there exist 
only liquid phase flowing in plug-flow mode without 
axial mixing; (iii) physical properties are function of 
temperature, pressure and composition; (iv) quasi-
stationary pressure dynamics is valid; (v) a detailed 

reaction mechanism is considered. In peripheral units 
quasi-stationary energy balance and well mixed fluids 
are assumed. The chemical reactions of free radical 
addition polymerization are shown in Table 1.  

The polymer product, LDPE, includes polymer mol-
ecules of different chain lengths. It is necessary that the 
chain length distribution of the product should be de-
scribed. For this purpose, the method of moments is 
used by including only the first 3 moment balances of 
dead and live polymer molecules. 

 
Figure 1. Flow diagram of LDPE plant. 

The tubular reactor is represented by 16 modules in 
series. Each module comprises a part of reactor and a 
countercurrent coolant cycle around it. The model de-
scribes the heat transfer in detail in addition to including 
material recycles, both of which are shown to have 
influence on the plant dynamics. Model equations based 
on momentum, mass and energy balances are summa-
rized for one reactor module as follows: 

Reactor: 
 (1) 

  (2) 

                  (3) 

Wall:    

 (4) 

Coolant cycle:     

  (5) 

There z is the axial coordinate; L is the total length of a 
reactor section and t is the time;  is the axial velocity of 
the reaction fluid;  is the stoichiometric coefficient; j is 
the index for reaction; r is the rate of reaction; ΔHr is 
the heat of reaction;  is the mass flow through the 
cross section of the tubular reactor with diameter d; , 
Cp, U are density, heat capacity and heat transfer coeffi-
cient at different layers.  
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The state vector xi represents weight fraction of mono-
mer, initiators, modifier, and related radicals, moments 
of living and dead polymer chains. The state vectors T, 
TW, TC, Tamb, represent temperatures of reaction fluid, 
reactor wall, cooling medium and ambient air respec-
tively. 

The balance equations for one reactor module result 
in a set of 30 partial differential and algebraic equations 
(PDAEs). The peripheral units are represented by dif-
ferential algebraic equation systems (DAE). The simula-
tion of the dynamic behaviour of the process is done 
within the flow-sheet simulation package DIVA [6]. As 
a priory to that the PDAE system is transformed to a 
DAE system by using the adaptive method of line with 
finite difference scheme.After discretization of the spa-
tial coordinate (60 grid points for one module) the final 
DAE system consists of approximately 30000 dynamic 
and state variables [1]. 

This model was validated successfully by showing 
very good agreement with steady state data available 
from industrial partners. The steady state temperature and 
conversion profiles are shown Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Detailed model - Dimensionless steady state  

temperature and conversion profiles along the reactor. 

Hafele et al. [1] further stud-
ied the influence of the heat 
transfer through reactor wall 
and the influence of material 
recycles on the plant dynamics. 
It has been shown that: (i) the 
heat transfer through thick 
reactor wall dominates the time 
constant of the reactor; (ii) by 
including the material recycles 
the time constant is significantly 
increased and in some cases 
they give rise to intricate non-
linear behaviour. 

In general, the detailed model represents the steady state 
and dynamic behaviour of the industrial LDPE plant 
very well.  

However the size of the model is required to be re-
duced in order to carry out on-line optimization and 
control studies within a reasonable computation time. 
Therefore in the following section a simplified version 
is proposed. 

3 Simple Model 
The simple model of the LDPE plant is based on the 
mass and energy balances. Main simplifications are 
done on the plant flow-diagram, the reaction mechanism 
and the energy balance in addition to some other model 
assumptions. 

Simplified plant flow-diagram. The simplified flow 
diagram of the LDPE plant is shown in Figure 3. It 
comprises a tubular reactor with four modules in series, 
one flash unit and one recycle stream. The operating 
conditions are the same as in the case of detailed model. 

Simplified reaction mechanism. The reaction mecha-
nism of the simple model includes the main reactions 
which are highlighted in grey colour in Table 1 whereas 
the detailed plant model considers all reactions listed 
there. Kinetic parameters are given in Table 2 . 

Simplified energy balance. It is assumed that (i) the 
overall heat transfer coefficient U has a constant value 
in each reactor module ; (ii) the cooling temperature Tc  
is constant along the whole cooling jacket. These lead to 
neglecting the energy balance equations on the coolant 
medium and the reactor wall side.  

 
 

Table 1: Reaction mechanism : I represents the initiator, I* is the initiator radical,  
M is the monomer, R is the growing or live polymer radical, P is the dead polymer,  

n and m denote the degree of polymerization. 
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Additionally, the following assumptions hold: one 

phase (liquid) flow; no axial dispersion (plug flow); 
constant pressure drop; constant physical properties; 
negligible time delay between peripheral units; constant 
temperature in the recycle; ideal separation in the flash 
unit. Mass and energy balances for both flash and mixer 
units are assumed to be quasi-stationary. 

3.1 Model Equations 
The model equations for one reactor module, which 
comprises a part of the reactor between two initiator 
injection points and one counter current coolant cycle 
around it, are given as follows: 

 

 (6) 

 (7) 
 

The boundary conditions:  
Ci(0,t)=Ci,in(t) T(0,t)=Tin(t) 

The initial conditions:  
Ci(z,0)=Ci,0(z) T(0,t)=Tin(t) 
 

The state vector Ci represents concentrations of mono-
mer, initiators, modifier and related radicals, moments 
of living and dead polymer chains. The state vector T 
represents the reactortemperature. The method of mo-
ments is used to represent the progress of the reaction in 
terms of the leading moments of the chain length distri-
bution of the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer chains. These 
moments are defined by the following equations: 

                 (8) 

where i  and i are the ith  moments of the living poly-
mer and the dead polymer chains respectively. 

0th moment corresponds to the total concentration of 
the polymer. 1st and and 2nd moments are used to char-
acterize the molecular weight distribution, e.g. the num-
ber average chain length, NACL, also known as degree 
of polymerization, DPn, and the polydispersity, PD: 

   (9) 
              (10) 

If one is interested only in the stability control of the 
plant then the reactor model with 0th moment is satisfac-
tory. On the other hand, the product quality information 
(e.g. NACL and PD) is crucial for grade transition con-
trol problems.  
 

It requires to include at least 3 leading moments (0th, 
1st and 2nd) in the model equations. Accordingly the 
size of the model will increase. 

The simple model formulation (with 3 leading mo-
ments) consists of a set of 14 PDAE per reactor module. 
After transforming this PDAE system into a DAE sys-
tem, simulations are carried out within the flow-sheet 
simulation package DIVA [6]. The results of the simple 
model are presented in the following section. 

3.2 Results 
Results obtained from simulations of the simple model 
are presented for 4 different cases.  

In Case I, II and III, the effects of the overall heat 
transfer coefficient and the types of initiators on steady 
state profiles are shown. In these cases the reaction 
mechanism includes only the main reactions listed in 
Table 1. Case IV includes additionally the reaction 
related to the modifier consumption and aims to show 
the influence of modifier on product properties. The 
results obtained in each case are compared to those of 
the reference model. 

Case I. 
In Case I, it is assumed that: (i) one type of initiator 
with a constant flow-rate is fed at each injection point; 
(ii) the heat transfer coefficient U has the same constant 
value in all four modules. The steady state profiles of 
temperature and concentration along the reactor are 
illustrated in Figure 4. The reference model profiles are 
represented by red solid lines, the state profiles of the 
simple model-Case I by blue dashed-dotted lines. Re-
sults of the Case I are qualitatively in agreement with 
the detailed model but there exists a large deviation 
from reference state profiles. 

This is not unexpected due to many simplifying as-
sumptions made . In the next step these assumptions 
will be modified by considering the behaviour of the 
reference model. 

Case II 
In Case II, the effect of the heat transfer coefficient U 
on the steady state profiles is shown. The detailed model 
results indicate that U decreases along the reactor. Con-
sequently, for the simple model, U will be specified at a 
different mean value in each reactor module but in a 
decreasing manner  hrough the end of the reactor. The 
assumption of using one type of initiator in eachmodule 
is still valid. The resulting profiles of Case II are illus-
trated in Figure 4 by pink dashed lines. It can be noted 
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that some improvement is obtained for the temperature 
profile of the simple model especially through the end 
of the reactor. However, a considerable large offset still 
remains between the states of simple and reference 
models. 

Case III 
In Case III, a mixture of two types of initiators is used at 
each injection point, which is a more realistic approach. 
Additionally kinetic parameters of initiator 
decomposition reaction are taken from the 
reference model. The condition on the 
parameter U is the same as in Case II: U is 
kept constant at a different value in each 
reactor module. The results of Case III are 
demonstrated in Figure 4 by black solid 
lines. It is shown that almost perfect 
agreement is obtained quantitatively be-
tween the state profiles of simple and refer-
ence models. 

At this point, a question arises about the 
product quality. Conversion,NACL and 
PD, are given in Table 3. Although the 
ethylene conversion approximately agrees 
for the reference model and the simple 
model (Case-III), there is a considerable 
deviation in NACL and PD values. This is 
due to neglecting all side reactions of the 
reaction mechanism up to this point. Side 
reactions have functions to stop a growing 
polymer chain or to cause branching along 
a polymer chain etc. In the next step, the 
most important side reaction will be con-
sider in the reaction mechanism of the 
simple model. 

Case IV 
In Case IV, the conditions are the same as 
in Case III except that the reaction mecha-
nism is extended by including the chain 
transfer reaction to the modifier which is 
responsible to regulate the chain length of 
the polymer molecules. The state profiles 
obtained in Case IV are the same as in Case 
III. Moreover, NACL and PD values are 
improved considerably (see Table 3). Es-
pecially NACL with a realtive value of 
0.99 is very close to that of thereference 
model. 

 Conver-
sion NACL Poly-

dispersity 
Simple model (Case III) 

(no modifier) 0.876 17.18 2.81 

Simple model (Case IV)
(With modifier) 0.876 0.99 0.49 

Table 3. Product quality values relative to the  
reference model 

 

 
Figure 3. Simplified flow diagram of LDPE plant.  

 

 

Table 2. Kinetic rate constants: a Kim and Iedema [3],b Lee and Marano [5] 
 

 
Figure 4. Dimensionless steady state temperature and  

conversion profiles along the reactor : Red continuous line - Detailed model; 
Dashed line - Simple model-I; Dashed and dotted line- Simple model-II;  

Black continuous line – Simple model-III. 
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As a result of these four case studies, it can be con-

cluded that the simple model with the conditions applied 
in Case IV represents the LDPE production process 
reasonably well close to the reference states and product 
properties. It can be used in principle research for grade 
transition. 

Model Sizes. 
There may be some differences in the model sizes 
among the cases studied above. This depends on (i) the 
number of initiators - whether one type or a mixture of 
few types of initiators is used ; (ii) whether the modifier 
reaction is included or not. (iii) the number of leading 
moments included. However, any version of the simple 
models has a much smaller size then the reference model. 
The comparison of the model sizes for reference and 
simple models are given in Table 4. The order of the 
ODAE system for the simple model-Case IV is 5600 
which is reduced by a factor of 5 comparing to the order 
of 30000 in the case of reference model. If one is inter-
ested in only stability control of the plant, then one 
should use a simple model with only 0th moments, 
which will result in a model with an order of 2400. 

 

 
Reference 

Model 
[2,1] 

Simple 
model 
Case IV 

Simple 
model 

0th moment 
Number of 

reactor module 16 4 4 

Order of  
PDAE sys 

30 
/ module 

14 
/ module 6 

Equidistant  
grid points 

60 
/module 

100 
/ module 

100 
/ module 

Oder of the 
ODAE sys 30000 5600 2400 

Table 4. Comparison of model sizes. 

4 Conclusions 
In this study a detailed reference model was introduced 
and possible model simplifications were discussed sys-
tematically from an on-line optimization and control 
point of view. The simulation with the suggested simple 
model were carried out to analyse the effects of the 
overall heat transfer coefficient, the types of initiators 
and modifier on the state profiles and product proper-
ties. The simple model was validated by comparing with 
the reference model. It was shown that the simple model 

which has a much smaller size than reference model 
works fine except some small deviations and has poten-
tial for stabilizing control studies. Considering that it 
also provides product properties at least in a qualitative 
way, the simple model can be used in principle research 
for grade transition control. 
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